Chloride channel CLCN5 mutations in Japanese children with familial idiopathic low molecular weight proteinuria.
Familial idiopathic low molecular weight proteinuria (FILMWP) is a renal proximal tubulopathy characterized by mild proteinuria consisting of low molecular weight proteinuria and relatively conserved renal function in young patients, but without rickets. Mutations in the renal chloride channel CLCN5 gene have been reported in three disorders of hypercalciuric nephrolithiasis and in FILMWP. To assess the relationship between molecular defects and phenotypic variations, we analyzed the CLCN5 gene from three additional Japanese families with FILMWP using single-strand conformation polymorphism and sequencing. We identified three mutations: a single base insertion at codon 514; a single base deletion at codon 116; and a nonsense mutation, R704X. The R704X mutation is identical to that found in X-linked recessive nephrolithiasis, but there was no renal failure in our patient. The first two mutations caused a shift in the reading frame, and all introduced a premature stop codon, resulting in synthesis of truncated CLC-5 proteins that lacked 220 (29%), 610 (82%), and 43 (6%) amino acids, respectively. These mutations were demonstrated to cosegregate with the disease in each of the three families. We conclude that the CLCN5 gene is responsible for the renal proximal tubulopathy in many Japanese families and suggest that molecular defects, environmental factors, or other modifying genes may account for the different phenotypes.